MIXERS AND AGITATORS
Adelphi manufactures a wide range of mixers and agitators
for use in industrial, laboratory and catering environments.

Benchtop / wall-mounted mixer
Ideal for any application where high-speed mixing is
required, these stainless steel mixers are robust, reliable,
and external surfaces are generally stainless steel to help
you keep them clean and looking good. They are particularly
suited to preparing milkshakes, and are used for this in
coffee shops, cafes, diners and restaurants throughout the
UK.
They are available in 240 volt and 12 volt DC versions (240
volt as standard, 12 volt to special order). Each 240 volt
version is fitted with a safety plug. It simply plugs in to a
suitable socket and is ready to go.
Available as single or twin units. The single unit comes in
two versions: one for standing on a counter and the other
for fixing to a wall. All the mixers are simple to operate.
A powerful motor is automatically switched on when the
container is in position and stops when it is removed.
Item code

Model

MIX4001B

Single benchtop: 240 v, complete with one mixer beaker

MIX4200B

Twin benchtop: 240 v, complete with two mixer beakers

MIX4001W

Single wall: 240 v, complete with one mixer beaker

MIX4012B

Single benchtop: 12 v, complete with one mixer beaker

MIX4012W

Single wall: 12 v, complete with one mixer beaker

Keep you mixing!
We also offer servicing and a comprehensive range of spares
for our mixers – please ask for more information. Details of
our “Keep You Mixing!” service, which helps you to maintain
revenue if a mixer develops a fault, are also available on
request.

Beakers
Attractive stainless steel beakers are available to
complement these mixers and can be customised with your
branding if required.
Item code

Model

MIB4.75P

Spare mixer beaker 750ml capacity
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Mobile mixers
Manufactured from 304 grade stainless steel, with 316L
grade contact parts, these mixers are designed for use with
any open vessel of suitable dimensions.
Available with either high-shear mixing head (shown) for
mixing emulsions, or a propeller mixing head for mixing free
dissolving powders and for general mixing.
The mixing head is mounted on a mobile stand with painted
hydraulic cylinder (manually operated), and the control panel
is IP55 rated and constructed of stainless steel. Mixers can
be specified with 3 phase or single phase power options.
Safety interlocks and a motor shroud are further options.
Item code

Model

Operating rpm

CSP-HM

Mobile high-shear mixer

2900

CSP-PM

Mobile propeller mixer

1400

Integrated mixers
and agitators
Adelphi can supply a wide variety of mixers and agitators,
and mount them on our standard and custom vessels and
containers to meet your specific requirements.
We offer high-shear mixers for mixing emulsions,
propeller mixers for free dissolving powders, as well as
general mixing, and slow agitators for keeping products
suspended. All can be supplied in varying power and speed
specifications.
Please enquire for further information.
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